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CS Paper 10 Solved 1. The src property of this instance is set equal to the filename of the image to be
pre-loaded 3. The organizations are learning that business can be done in a more effective manner if emphasis
is placed upon cooperation, shared responsibility and networking: Within the organization And also with their
customers and suppliers 2. Answer: It is a named collection of properties and methods. In new marketing more
advertising is being done through email and web and get feedback. This is what compilers and interpreters do.
Yes, a human doctor can be replaced by an Expert System. How can we define a Pixel? How can you define a
readable program? What are the Sub categories of Artificial Intelligence? Also define its goal. And one more
thing these should be put in one line without newline due to this sophisticated event handling is not possible
with in-line event handling. For what purposes FTP is used in networks? What are the advantages of
multimedia presentations? Search 2. Listed below are all the famous past paper collections made by current
and past VU students. Define Primary key and Queries? It is needed because most of the website views leave
the site because of poor navigation and not easy to understand, text and design is not clear etc. They can be
found in the manufacturing industry, the military, space exploration and medical applications. Where there is
different departments interconnected with each other and are been divided according to the functions they
perform. Do not open attachment of unwanted emails. Why the number of temporary workers is on the rise?
Because of keeping the track of money wise while implementation actually and see the results. In the old
system many people are writing the data in registers and then its also very difficult to find the specific record.
It has also become possible for students to interact with other students as well as teachers situated along
distance from them. Many of midterm paper and final term paper are solved rest of the files are up to you to
make preparation. Define the term 3D Rendering? It envisages information from diverse sources being easily
combined and used in profoundly different and more powerful ways. Regularly place data somewhere as
backup 4. Define the key weakness of the web? Also Distance learning allows us to refer online quizzes,
assignments timely. Popular Posts. FTP is commonly used to transfer Web page files from their creator to the
computer that acts as their server for everyone on the Internet. However, JavaScript provide better control over
the sequencing and the gap between the individual images. These objects can later be easily moved stretched
duplicated deleted etc are resolution independent relatively small size.


